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Abstract. In recent years, Global and Grid Computing emerge as two powerful
technology trends. In this paper, we compare these two approaches of
distributed computing. First, we present a definition for Global Computing that
accentuates the key point in this trend. This key point distinguishes Global
Computing from other trends and covers many such systems. Second, we
contrast two approaches in general characteristics. Then, by comparing them in
technical issues, we show that the key point in our definition of Global
Computing is the main source of many technical differences between these
methods. Finally, we present our opinion about the probable future of Global
and Grid Computing and suggest a generic framework that satisfies our views.
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1 Introduction
Dramatic progress of network technology has led to growing interests in
distributed computing approaches in recent years. As a result, Grid Computing and
Global Computing came out as appealing research areas. Both of these approaches try
to address the problem of utilizing idle distributed resources connected via a network.
Various resources of computers from computational sources to software licenses are
idle most of the times and they can be used more suitably.
Grid computing is a distributed computing approach to create an illusion of simple
yet large virtual computer from a large set of heterogonous computers sharing various
resource types to benefit a (virtual) organization. This definition includes a wide
range of computing methods and has intersection with many other computing
approaches. But, according to the current practical uses of Grid Computing, fulfilling
requirements of an organization (or virtual organization) is the key point of Grid
Computing [1, 2]. Therefore, many Grid Computing systems suppose existence of
some sort of control (most of the time high control) on the entities of the system.
Due to lack of a clear distinction between Global Computing and Grid Computing,
a need for comparison of these approaches has raised. This comparison can reveal
motivations, strengths and weaknesses of each approach that may help better
understanding and selecting of current methods to apply on real world problems. In

this paper, we aim to address this issue from a practical perspective. This means we
will compare Global Computing and Grid Computing in the way they are in real
systems, not in the way they are theoretically assumed to be. The only work that is to
some extent close to ours has expressed some general similarities and differences
between Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Grid Computing [3].
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we specify and fix the
definition of Global Computing. In section 3, we state general differences and
similarities of Global Computing and Grid Computing. These approaches will be
compared in technical issues in section 4. Section 5 addresses the opinion of authors
about probable future of Grid Computing and Global Computing and suggests an
appropriate generic architecture to fulfill this opinion. Finally, last section discusses
our concluding remarks.

2 Global Computing
To have a logical comparison of Global Computing and Grid Computing, we
should firstly specify what we mean by Global Computing. Unfortunately, in contrast
with Grid Computing [4], there are few attempts to present a precise definition of
Global Computing until now. Therefore, we will try to present an acceptable
definition covering most of the current Global Computing systems. To do this, we
reviewed the meaning of this term in proposed and existing Global Computing
systems.
Interestingly enough, we observed this term is used in various meanings which are
contrasting in some cases. But with a careful inspection, it can be seen that most of
the proposed and existing systems have a characteristic in common. Some systems
considered Global Computing as a computing approach for computing by computers
distributed over world [5, 6, 7, 8]. Some considered it a method for computing in a
wide area network [9, 10, 11, 12]. Others assumed it an approach that can be used for
computing in the Internet [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. All these considerations about the
meaning of Global Computing have assumed explicitly or implicitly the system will
be used for computation in a network of computers scattered world wide. This
common point leads to the following definition of Global Computing: "Global
computing is a distributed computing approach for computing with a large collection
of heterogeneous computers which are essentially scattered over the world and
sharing various kinds of resources."
This definition is very similar to the definition of Grid Computing and some other
computing approaches like Volunteer and P2P Computing, but in fact, it has an
important distinction with them. Firstly, we are emphasized that computing entities
must be scattered over the world. Secondly, we have not posed any other constraints
in this trend of computation like benefiting a (virtual) organization in Grid
Computing, having essentially volunteer entities in Volunteer Computing or having
decentralized control in P2P computing. Therefore, despite vast intersection of Global
Computing with some similar technology trends, none of them cover Global
Computing or is covered by it. Thus, every effort for generalizing other similar
computing technologies to cover Global Computing will result in loss of efficiency at

least in some cases. Finally, it should be mentioned that there are two major
motivations behind world wide scope of these systems: reaching capabilities equal to
existing distributed systems with less cost in some cases and reaching more capability
than existing systems in other cases. As we discuss in section 4, the mentioned key
point causes some remarkable differences in technical issues (or even creates new
technical issues) to reach high performance, which is without any doubt the major
cause of recent researches in this area.

3 Comparing in General Characteristics
In this section, we compare Global Computing and Grid Computing systems in
general qualities. By general qualities, we mean characteristics which can be observed
in current proposed and deployed systems without going deep in their behind
technical counter parts. In other words, these traits show how current systems look
like not how they are intended to be. These characteristics are listed as below and are
summarized in table 1.
Knowledge of users: Typically, users of Global Computing systems have less
professional knowledge than users of Grid Computing Systems. Because most of
them are anonymous individuals that want to use the Global Computing system for
their personal will. In contrast, users of Grid commonly have an organizational
relationship and some extent of knowledge as members of a (virtual) organization.
For example, in well-known SETI@home Global Computing project [18], most of the
users were individuals who participated in project for fame and hadn't any special
skills for working with their software.
Resources: On the one hand, most of the resources involved in a Grid Computing
system are more powerful and better connected than the common Global Computing
resources. For example, a cluster or Grid may be nodes of another Grid. In
comparison with resources of anonymous users in Global Computing systems,
resources in (virtual) organizations using a Grid are distinctly more powerful and
better connected to provide the professional requirements of the organizations. On the
other hand, number of resources of a Global Computing system is much more than
number of resources in a Grid. In most recent Global Computing projects like
folding@home [19] and EON [20] over millions of users are involved. Furthermore,
although it is theoretically assumed that computers in Global Computing will share
various types of resources, but in practice the systems almost always only share
computational and informational resources.
Applications: Currently, successful applications on a Global Computing system
have two main characteristics. They have limited dependency to data transition and
require great computation power. The first characteristic is the result of weak
connectivity of resources which leads to great delay in communications. The second
characteristic is concluded from the great number of resources which provide
enormous computation ability. For example, in SETI@home Classic project finished
in December 2005, the largest computation in history is done.
Services and Standards: First, in contrast to Grid Computing, Global Computing
systems provide smaller number of services to their users. Also, these services are

very simple in most of the cases. Second, many works are done for standardization of
Grid technologies like Open Grid Services Architecture [21] used in Globus Toolkit
[22]. The lack of such standardization can be sensed in Global Computing systems.
Thus, many Global Computing systems like GIMPS [23] and SETI@home have their
own protocols to provide their required functionality. Moreover, lack of
standardization in Global Computing has led to little generality of these systems and
most of them are special-purpose.
Algorithms: Parallel Algorithms which are used in Global Computing systems are
typically asynchronous and simple (in most of the cases, they just partition the
problem space). This is a consequence of remarkable delay in communication that
makes a synchronous algorithm impractical. In addition, these asynchronous
algorithms are mostly very simple, because conventional parallel algorithms rely on
some sort of knowledge about the topology and delay in network. Since the network
is very dynamic in these systems, this knowledge is not available.
Table 1. Comparison of general characteristics.
Characteristics
Users' Knowledge
Resources
Applications
Services and Standards
Algorithms

Comparison with gird
primitive and less professional
weaker, more numerous, and just
computational and informational
low dependence on data transition
and more computational
less sophisticated and less numerous
mostly asynchronous and very simpler

4 Comparing in Technical Issues
To compare the technical issues in Grid and Global Computing systems, we should
first define quality attributes that should be satisfied in each system. Grid and Global
Computing share many quality attributes such as performance, heterogeneity,
scalability, fault tolerance, security, etc. Yet, respecting trade-offs between mentioned
qualities, the main attributes of two systems differ significantly. For Grid [2], the
main quality attributes are performance, availability, and interoperability along with
providing user with as much functionality as possible. In contrast, respecting our
definition of Global Computing, its main quality attribute is scalability and
consequently, Global systems must have usability, security, and fault tolerance. These
differences have a significant impact on architecture and technical issues of each
system. Because a good architecture for a software system should satisfy main quality
attributes of that system [24], we first compare general architectural differences of
Grid and Global systems. Then, we examine differences relating to design and
implementation of mentioned quality attributes and some related technical issues to
these attributes. In addition, we show the current solutions to satisfy the required
quality attributes in Global Computing systems. We summarize technical differences
in Table 2. Notice that detailed analysis of technical differences is beyond the scope

of this paper and we just present general ideas for achieving some parts of important
mentioned quality attributes.
Architecture: Currently, most Global Computing systems are based on reference
architecture of Grid systems and have not presented a significantly different
architecture. Also, the major works on architectures for Global Computing systems
are concentrated on coordination architecture [6, 13, 17]. In fact, it can be seen that all
these works follow the five layer architecture proposed in [2] to some extents, but the
ingredients of each layer differ in two systems according to the differences between
quality attributes.
First, in the fabric layer, Grid systems goal is to make many kinds of resources
(CPU, Storage, Network, Software, etc.) as transparent as possible (because of the
high level of functionality required). But in Global computing systems, doing this
makes the Global Computing application very large in size, and therefore it
contradicts usability quality attribute of Global Computing systems. Second, in the
connectivity layer, Grid systems implement some authentication and encryption
mechanisms. But due to the scale of the Global Computing systems, implementation
of authentication mechanisms is not feasible, and some other techniques should be
used to maintain security requirements. Also in connectivity layer, Global Computing
systems should implement some fault tolerance mechanisms. This mechanism should
manage high node volatility of Global environments by showing the clients a
collection of stable resources. Third, in resource layer, with respect to high
performance and functionality required by Grid systems, Grid architecture embodies
different techniques for advance resource monitoring, reservation, and managing
quality of service. In Global environments, due to lack of control on participating
resources, the mentioned techniques are hard to implement. Therefore, Global
Computing systems are usually implementing simple resource monitoring and
management techniques. Fourth, in collective layer, both systems implement
scheduling, brokering, and directory services. But in Grid Computing environments,
other services such as data replication, workload management, diagnosis, etc. is
implemented. These services have not been implemented on famous Global
Computing systems due to limitations of their lower layers. Also mechanisms for
scheduling and resource allocation should be much simpler in Global Computing in
comparison to Grid. Finally, the application layer in two systems does not differ
significantly, except that application development in Grid Computing environments is
more systematic as a result of well-defined protocols in lower layers.
Usability: In Grid Computing environments, users are members of professional
communities or (virtual) organizations. Therefore, they are forced to share their
resources and also learn how to work with the Grid system in order to achieve the
virtual organization's goal [3]. In contrast, in Global Computing, because we are
seeking as many resources as possible, we want to attract more users even whom are
less professional and have their own self interests. Therefore, usability is one of the
most important attributes, which leads to three dominant properties. First, the client
application of Global Computing systems must be easy to use and have a user friendly
environment. Second, most parts (installation, configuration, etc.) of the system must
work automatically. For instance, since the underlying network is unknown, a Global
Computing system should deal with firewall/NAT/proxy settings automatically [25].
Third, the client application for these systems must be highly portable. Therefore,

many deployed systems use Java programming language to fulfill high portability [13,
17, 25].
Security: This quality attribute is important in both systems. But, tactics for
achieving security in Global Computing differ from Grid. The virtual organization
nature of Grid makes it possible to identify each participant and maintains moderate
level of trust in the environment. Yet, in Global environment due to the scale and
usability requirements of the system, it's very hard to identify each user. Therefore,
absence of trust is the main security problem in Global environments. Therefore, in
famous Grids such as OGSA based Grids [26] and Legion [27] the main security
concerns are identification of users, privacy of data and enforcement of virtual
organization wide security policies. These concerns are usually addressed by using
cryptographic algorithms and authentication and authorization mechanisms. In
contrast, in Global computing environments, two major security issues exist as a
result of untrusted environment. On the one hand, participant computers privacy and
integrity should be maintained and they must be protected from any sort of attacks. In
[13, 25], Sandboxing technique and in [14, 17] mechanisms such as software fault
isolation and Secure Remote Helper Applications [28] are used to achieve this goal.
On the other hand, it is not tolerable for some clients that untrusted hosts have access
to their data and algorithms. To deal with this problem [13] suggests using encrypted
computing [29] and decomposition of pieces of data and code that should be executed
in Global environments. In [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] more techniques are discussed about
security in untrusted environments.
Incentive issues: In Grid Computing environments, the users' incentive is
achieving virtual organization's goal. Therefore, there is usually no need for charging
a user for using the Grid and reward a user for sharing his resources. Yet, in many
Global Computing environments, a user's self-interests should be satisfied. Therefore,
a need for incentive mechanisms exists in these environments. The general idea for
providing an incentive mechanism is to use economic models. For example, in
SuperWeb [13], the need for economic model is addressed using an accounting
module in the broker. Also, using market-based resource allocation in Global
Computing environments is suggested in [14]. Another idea is to attract users by
fame, competition, etc. As an illustrative example, sending feedback to users by
letting them know their status and rank in computation is another incentive
mechanism suggested in [19].
Correctness: This issue is one of the aspects of fault tolerance. Comparing to Grid
Computing environments, in Global environments, there is a doubt about the
correctness of the result sent by the workers, as a result of untrusted environment.
There are two reasons for such behavior: First, economic incentive nature of many
Global Computing environments, raises the probability of cheating of the workers in
generating results. Second, unknown and even non-standard computing resources of
some workers (e.g. old Pentium processors), or changed applications may lead to
generating faulty results from workers. In [13] some solutions for detecting such
behavior are proposed. Also, [35] suggest methods for eliminating such workers in
scheduling algorithms.
Resource allocation: In Grid environments, the availability quality attributes is
satisfied. Therefore, we can suppose that the resources are available (if a resource is
shared, it must delivers its promised quality of service) and reliable (if a resource is

shared, it must deliver the correct and expected result). In contrast, in Global
environments, the resources are not available and reliable. As a consequence,
allocation techniques in Global environments should deal with the problem of
availability and reliability. Thus, the allocation strategies of Grid system do not
address main Global environments concerns. For instance, in Global environments, in
contrast to Grid, scheduling techniques should not put a high overhead on the system
because of usability and scalability quality attributes. Therefore, adaptive scheduling
techniques [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41] and methods based on statistical modeling [42, 43,
44, 45, 46] which are introduced for Grid systems, are not applicable for Global
systems. To deal with the problem of scheduling, most of the efforts are concentrated
on finding easy to measure metrics for resource classification. For example, some
simple metrics for availability and reliability is presented in [35]. In addition, some
metrics for measuring performance of workers are introduced in [16].
Table 2. Comparison of technical characteristics.
Attribute
Architecture
Usability
Security
Incentive Issues
Correctness
Resource
Allocation

Grid Computing
Should satisfies performance,
availability, interoperability
No need for high degree of
usability
cryptographic
algorithms,
authentication, and authorization
mechanisms are used
No need for incentive mechanisms
in most of the cases
No need for checking the
correctness of results
Adaptive and statistical based
methods are used

Global Computing
Should
satisfies
scalability,
usability, security, fault tolerance
Client programs should be easy to
use, work automatically, and be
portable
Mechanisms to maintain security in
untrusted environment should be
used
Market mechanisms or other
rewarding methods are used to deal
with incentive issues
Result checking and elimination of
faulty results should be performed
Simple and easy to measure
metrics are used to allocate
resources

5 Future of Global Computing and Grid Computing
In previous sections, we compared Global Computing with Grid Computing. Due
to expressed differences, it seems that Global Computing and Grid Computing are
going to the different ways. But, the abilities of each system are so attractive that it
will cause a gradual movement of these technologies toward each other. On the one
hand, Global Computing communities seek more sophisticated services and standards,
and higher quality of service. On the other hand, Grid Computing communities want
to reach scalability of Global Computing systems and consequently, their large
computational power. For example, in one of the ongoing Global Computing systems,
XtremWeb, every evolution of system conducts it closer to Grid systems [25].

To reach the goal of combining the abilities of these two approaches, we predict
some efforts will be made to obtain some general standards that unify necessary
services of both approaches. These standards are general in the sense that they will
relax limiting assumptions like world wide scalability in Global Computing systems
or organizational control in Grids. Of course, it is more likely that these standards will
be more similar to current Grid standards. After this standardization and bringing the
combined approach to life, great efforts will be started to extend large volume of
works in these two approaches to new combined approach. To facilitate evolution
process to combined general approach, we suggest a two layered framework. The first
layer of this framework provides the interfaces required by unified services in
combined approach. This is the layer that developers interact with for using the
system. The second layer separately deals with implementation of the services for the
case of world wide scalability and for the case of organizational control. It should be
noted we believe that to reach efficiency, implementation of most services like
security must differ in each case. But this difference must be hidden from developers
because it doesn’t change the functionality they need. Therefore, we devoted the
second layer for this purpose. To illustrate more, notice that this generic framework
follows the same idea as protocol stack idea in network technology. Finally, it should
be noted these layers has just a conceptual meaning and with respect to system
requirements may contain some other layers.

6 Conclusion
Global and Grid Computing are distributed computing approaches which their
main idea is utilization and organization of unused computer resources connected by a
network. Although the main idea of these methods is similar, they are following it
from different directions. Global computing systems are trying to refine their
standards and Grids systems are seeking to reach more scalability. Due to more
popularity and more growth of Grid systems, sometimes it is supposed that Grid
Computing covers Global Computing. Therefore, according to this opinion, it is
sometimes assumed that Grid technology can be applied for Global Computing tasks
with some mild modifications. But, due to the definition and consequent comparison
we presented in this paper, we disagree with such opinions. Because the world wide
scalability of Global Computing systems leads to a great technical differences that
needs new specialized methods to avoid loss of efficiency. In authors’ opinion, the
only logical generalization of Grid systems for covering Global Computing systems
can be reached by a framework like what we proposed in the previous section.
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